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Manifesto A campus anti-nuclear rally, the Coalition of Concerned Students, was held, and approximately 2,000 . His second wife, Begum Safia Zarghun of East Pakistan, was considerably less educated and was seventeen years younger
than he was. She received only a basic primary school education and a certificate in Islamic studies. After the first trip to Pakistan in February 1949, his daughters Poonam and Pari recalled him saying that Pakistan would be "like paradise".
South Africa Zia's Islamization of Pakistan was a major catalyst in the apartheid-era South African government's anti-NON-White legislation and policies, such as the Group Areas Act, the pass laws and the institutionalized racism that the
white minority government of South Africa practiced towards the black majority. Zia's religious policies inspired many of the racist laws and policies of the white South African government and were a major force in the apartheid legal
system of South Africa. However, Zia's and Asif Ali Zardari's efforts to bring about a gradual change in these laws and policies were unsuccessful. Zia's fanatical religious stance was firmly opposed by the South African government, which
feared that his policies might be used to rally support for Islamic fundamentalism. As a direct consequence of the anti-White racist laws of the apartheid government, Zia's Pakistan was racially segregated on religious lines. His Pakistan was
also racially and culturally divided between the pro-Pakistan ethnic Pashtuns (mostly in the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa region), Punjabi-dominant province of Punjab, and the Ulema-prevalent tribal Pathan dominated Punjab, which included the
Federally Administered Tribal Areas. Additionally, the ethnic Pashtuns were mostly Muslim with a strong sense of nationalism, Punjabis were mostly Hindu, with a strong sense of nationalism, and the tribal Pathan ethnic groups were mostly
Sunni Muslim, but some of them practised Sufism. Pakistani military Zia was a military dictator. Pakistani literature Zia also contributed to the publication and creation of Pakistan's first Urdu-language poetry magazine, Qissa. Zia was
deeply influenced by western intellectuals, writers, politicians, and thinkers. He spent his youth reading mostly Russian literature, British philosophy, and European political ideas. They included Das Kapital by German philosopher Karl
Marx and British historian Arnold J Toynbee
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Islamization has had on Pakistan. Zafar Iqbal Kalanauri Zafar Iqbal Kalanauri (1929-1995) was a writer, former Pakistani diplomat, political activist, journalist and one of the key thought leaders of the Pakistani literary and political thought.
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